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across:across:across:across: down:down:down:down:
4:  A bright-colored tropical bird that has a curved bill4:  A bright-colored tropical bird that has a curved bill
and the ability to imitate speech.and the ability to imitate speech.

5:  A box in which treasure might be safely stored5:  A box in which treasure might be safely stored

8:  Part of a skeleton, often used as a pirate symbol, for8:  Part of a skeleton, often used as a pirate symbol, for
example on flagsexample on flags

10: Pirates liked coins and jewellery to be made from10: Pirates liked coins and jewellery to be made from
this precious metalthis precious metal

down:down:down:down:
1:  A large boat for travelling on water, especially across1:  A large boat for travelling on water, especially across
the sea.the sea.

2:  Some pirates wore one of these to cover one of their2:  Some pirates wore one of these to cover one of their
eyeseyes

3:  Very valuable things, usually in the form of a store of3:  Very valuable things, usually in the form of a store of
precious metals, precious stones.precious metals, precious stones.

6:  An area of land that is surrounded by water.6:  An area of land that is surrounded by water.

7:  All pirate ships had one of these flying from the mast7:  All pirate ships had one of these flying from the mast
to identify the owner of the shipto identify the owner of the ship

9:  A curved piece of metal used by pirates to replace a9:  A curved piece of metal used by pirates to replace a
lost handlost hand
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